
AN ATCA’S REMINISCENECES ON RAF HACK GREEN - JATCRU 

 

I was an ATC Assistant (ATCA), and I was assigned to Preston ATCC in my first 9 months, 

then JATCRUs for the remaining 15 months or so of my two year in the Ministry of Aviation/ 

Board of Trade between 1965-67. After that my career took on a more technical path – but 

ATC has had a habit of revisiting me. Because I have, somehow, managed to preserve some 

physical recollections of the three months I was in my first JATCRU appointment, some 

details of what was recorded in the sketches and photos from that period explained here. 

 

The Joint ATC Radar Unit (JATCRU) concept was so short-lived (I think 1960-70 approx) that 

I imagine knowledge of them is patchy to non-existent by now, so my notes – written in 

that period – are the source of what I have to offer here. (Border and Eastern JATCRUs 

lasted into the 80s when the new long range remoted radar network came on line – 

atchistory) 

 

I was at Preston ATCC in June 1966 when told that I would be moved to Hack Green, and 

that meant moving there straight away. My last shift at Barton Hall was completed, the 

Preston flat cleared, and I was on a train to Crewe, and into Hack Green, 4 days later. 

 

I had visited once, and although everyone there seemed contented it was a dank day in 

November 1965, and I saw only a big field with some radar antennae, and a semi-

submerged concrete facility into which everyone would disappear at the commencement of 

shifts. In all fairness, the place was 4 miles out of Nantwich, a town as quintessentially 

chocolate-box ‘England’ as one can get. About half way between town and unit was the 

domestic camp, consisting of a cluster of married quarter houses, a guardroom, a few semi-

circular section tin Nissan huts and a labyrinth of square prefabs. (I have been through 

there since – around year 2000 – and registered nothing remaining that was recognisable)1. 

 

It was officially the RAF Hack Green site, and civilians were lodgers on the unit. When I 

arrived several former colleagues from Preston were there already, and I settled into the 

domestic camp more easily than I had expected. On reflection, the comradeship overall in 

the place was phenomenally good, and those initial misgivings I had mused on my way 

there were soon dispelled. I do recall that during breaks in sessions in the radar unit we 

could seek sunshine by wandering out, and up onto the building roof. It provided a 

panoramic view of the Welsh hills. We watched rabbits bouncing in the grass, and also 

exchanged greetings with the occupants of boats as they passed on the adjacent canal.   

 

The radar unit was an intriguing design. A grey concrete building was the only evidence of 

human occupancy in an otherwise large field cluttered with whirling and nodding radar 

antennae. The building had one storey above ground, and one below, and it was on the 

latter that we had the Operations Room – as all radar displays were phosphor-based and 

needed almost total darkness to be useable. One wall of the room was covered with display 

                                           
1 The radar unit was adapted as regional seat of Government in the 70s, and is advertised nowadays 
as ‘Secret Nuclear Bunker’ so it is a tourist attraction – of sorts – in modern Cheshire) 



boards – these showed the availability of facilities, met data, etc. and were up-dated by the 

RAF staff: only the met data was of occasional relevance to us.  

 

Controllers sat at consoles ranged along the remaining sides of the room, looking across to 

the display wall over what was called the ‘pit,’ and one sides was devoted to civilian 

operations. There was an RAF controller who knew (or was supposed to know) of all the 

aircraft under RAF control from the operations room. He was called ‘coordinator’ and was a 

vital go-between for military and civil controllers to devise mutually acceptable conflict 

solutions. (the parentheses are necessary to stress that this was a solution that would not – 

did not – meet the minimum safety criteria of the modern era).  

 

I understood that the building and its initial Type 7 radar was commissioned in the 1940s 

(but see reference).2 Two later radars – all of these were 10cm wavelength – were added 

later: one a ‘high-level’ and one a ‘low-level’ radar (I recall they were identical and had their 

antennae mounted with a slight elevation difference type 14 - atchistory?). SSR had recently 

been added to the high-level antennae. They were linked to traditional plan-position 

indicator (PPI) displays, and to supplement them we had a number of Type 13 height-finder 

radars. Again they were 10cm wavelength units, but these were turntable mounted and 

could be rotated by the operator to direct the narrow beam alone a azimuthal line, thus 

indicating a target as a blip at an elevation that correlated to the range of the PPI target, 

and could be deduced to be at a given altitude. There was no height encoding in SSR – it 

was used for ‘ident’ only: so ‘squawk zero-zero’ was the common instruction – two great 

slashes appeared beyond the aircraft (tangential along the line of sight from the radar 

station) – and to eliminate these the next instruction was ‘squawk stand-by.’  Not a target 

label in sight.  

 

Finally, we had a Marconi S264, 50 cm wavelength radar, which was less affected by 

weather, had greater range, a better resolution on screen, and a moving-target indicator 

(MTI) which would eliminate stationary objects (and aircraft as they passed tangentially to 

the scanner – which could happen to Manchester inbounds/outbounds around Congleton 

area). The old radar had a 30-35n.m diameter overhead, but the S264 has an overhead of 

only 10-15n.m., which meant that overflying aircraft were lost from view for only 2 minutes 

or so. ‘Red Three’ – from Lichfield up to Belfast – on which a large proportion of our traffic 

flew (mainly trans-Atlantic outbounds in the afternoon and inbounds in the mornings), and 

Sod’s Law decreed that it passed almost directly overhead. The S264 was moved later to 

                                           
2 Wikipedia tells me – The first military use of the area was in World War II, when a Starfish site was 

established at Hack Green. Its purpose was to confuse Luftwaffe bombers looking for the vital railway 

junction at Crewe. A Ground-controlled interception (GCI) radar station was added. 

In the 1950s, the site was modernised as part of the ROTOR project. This included the provision of a 
substantial semi-sunk reinforced concrete bunker or blockhouse (type R6). The station, officially 

designated RAF Hack Green, was also known as Mersey Radar. It provided an air traffic control 
service to military aircraft crossing civil airspace. 

 

 



Sopley (and later Aberdeen - atchistory), and I believed it served NATS and the RAF for 

many more years. 

 

So much for the sensors, what was in the ops room? 

 

The civil sector layout was as shown at Figure 1, a sketch that I drafted from memory one 

day in the prefab accommodation – and with hindsight I am amazed that I could have taken 

in so much. As the room was dark it is unlikely that there will ever be a photograph of the 

place, so I am certainly glad that I found the time to do this. I am also certain that my 

memory nowadays could not recover as much as I can describe from my notes, and the few 

illustrations I have included here come from a love of photography and my desire to sketch 

often in these balmy years.  

 

Photographs of the main radars are shown at Figures 2 and 3. 

 

 
Figure 1 – the civil suite in the RAF Hack Green operations room 

(edge-lit display board illustrated at Figure 4) 

 



 
                    Figure 2                                                  Figure 3 

            Type 7 and S264 radar                    Type 13 ‘Noddy’ height-finder radars 

 

At Preston ATCC I had been recruited from schooldays, and my duties had been a pretty 

sober way to enter the arena. At Hack Green I was being put forward for something totally 

different, and much more operationally involved.   

 

Our two duties were in upper airspace to coordinate with the RAF, and additionally we had a 

middle airspace commitment to assist the procedural controllers in the region between 

Birmingham and Manchester. The latter was often our busiest task, but the overflying traffic 

was peaky and could sometime seem overwhelming. 

 

On arrival I was issued with a personal headset (as newest man you got the oldest set – 

obviously) and was encouraged to plug into listen to the R/T, telephone and intercom 

(between the sector’s procedural and radar controllers). Could I cope with that number of 

simultaneous voice inputs today – I doubt it! The ATCA stood behind the large Perspex 

edge-lit board and had a china-graph pen (yellow). The annotations ‘glowed’ on the board, 

which was readable in the darkened room by the controllers. It was, essentially, the 

replacement for flight-progress strips, and recorded data overheard on the intercom or R/T, 

or received on the telephone line. On the telephone the ATCA would be called with 

information about a handover by another ATCA, and might make such calls outwards too.     

 

The board is shown below – again: amazing that I had such ‘detail’ in my head after a day’s 

work, and managed to draft this facsimile one day: probably after a morning shift. 

 



 
Figure 4  

Illustration of the edge-lit display board layout 

 

This is unlikely to seem hieroglyphic to anyone with an ATC background, but an explanation 

while I can still recall the processes we applied. There are columns with vertical sets of 

spaces dedicated to a reporting point. Those on the board were: WAL (Wallasey) POL (Pole 

Hill) and LIC (Lichfield) - all busy enough to warrant a full column, and the less busy 

reporting points were allocated a half column and were OLD (Oldham), OTT (Ottringham), 

WHI (Whitegate) and CON (Congleton). 

  

In the appropriate column the aircraft’s flight level was shown in the centre column, and if it 

was flying EASTBOUND the callsign was written in the left-hand column, and if it was 

WESTBOUND the callsign was written in the right-hand column. The expected time at the 

reporting point was written in the appropriate outer column.  

  

EXAMPLE 1 : PEP (Vanguard G-APEP) was westbound at LICHFIELD (at 4 mins past the 

hour) climbing to FL180, estimated at WHITEGATE at 12 mins past the hour, and at 

WALLESEY at 16 mins past the hour.   

 

EXAMPLE 2 : SPL (Avro748 G-ASPL) was westbound at LICHFIELD (as 36 min past the 

hour) at FL120, crossed POLE HILL at 52 min past and the symbol alongside say the 

movement had been passed to Leeds Bradford Airport approach control 

 

There was a lot of data to collect and one had to write it legibly. Data at each reporting 

point had to be presented in strict ‘height order’ from top to bottom (not easy as aircraft 



were often climbing and descending). There were nuances too – like the little legend at the 

top right – ‘EGLL WESTERLIES,’ and discretion as to where the routeing would require the 

aircraft to be shown, and when to remove aircraft data.  Symbology was limited and simple, 

and similar to that used on progress strips. But, the ATCA had to write every piece of 

information ‘backwards’ as they stood behind the screen, and it was being read from the 

front. Sometimes it felt like rubbing your tummy and patting your head! Sources were either 

handovers from ATCAs in surrounding units – but occasionally one would take an ATCO’s 

handover, if our controller was busy (and it happened vice versa as we passed traffic 

onward) or from monitoring the r/t. I enjoyed the teamwork aspect – but clearly it was the 

one aspect of the job that led to people being rated. Shift rotas had to distribute the ‘best’ 

whereas they were usually the ones that preferred working together. Being in charge of the 

rota was not an enviable task for anyone. 

 

We also had duty periods on the height-finder station (about a third of the time on each 

shift) and on this we would monitor the progress of climbing and descending aircraft, and 

the height of targets that were close, and certainly if they were converging, on the PPI 

screen, to determine relative levels. Often the radar controller would prompt this, but in 

periods of extreme workload it was often the case that the height-finder operator would 

offer information – we were a crude TCAS, and sad to say it was occasionally necessary. 

The main area of concern I recall was the RAF training area over Yorkshire, where European 

traffic would transit between Ottringham and Talla, and be plagued by aircraft doing 

relatively high-altitude manoeuvres. Occasionally aircraft out of places like Finningley would 

forget about the proximity of the airways too. One can be critical of the RAF coordinator – 

but they invariably were stumped by some happy pilot in blue forgetting they were other 

aircraft in the sky.  

 

I completed my validation successfully just three weeks after joining the crew. This was vital 

to the team as getting an extra bod in-situ allowed more chance of people taking days out 

at our forthcoming abode (RAF Lindholme in South Yorkshire), where we moved at the end 

of September 1966. Even better, I was reassigned as ATCA2 and that lifted my salary by 

almost 30 per cent (to £650 p.a.!) I was on the last watch that used the site, and we were 

all transferred (possibly 40-50 people overall) effortlessly. I was subsequently at Lindholme 

for 12 months, before leaving to take up a role in the flight-test group at Smiths Industries 

in Cheltenham and feeling that I had left ATC behind. In fact it followed me doggedly 

throughout the succeeding 40 or more years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PERSONAL NOTES - POST ATC EMPLOYEMNT 

 

As a prime employment I certainly had left ATC, but in my new role I was working on the 

flight trials of autopilots, and the Trident Cat 3 Autoland system in particular. I was always 

seen as the guy with some knowledge of the ‘unseen’ world of ATC: it is difficult for people 

outside of the community to appreciate just how secretive it often seems to people who 

should know it better. I left Smiths to take a degree course, and only 7 years after leaving 

Hack Green I was doing ATC consultancy then took off again to become the technical 

correspondent, and eventually technical editor, of Flight magazine. I was suddenly having to 

pretend to know everything about ATC – and frankly that wasn’t difficult amongst 

journalists, as most felt ‘out of their depth’ whenever they encountered not just the jargon, 

but I suspect too (especially amongst ex-fliers) the realisation of what a tremendous task 

was done, and was so unseen. I received a lot of good support from the CAA (by then) and 

enjoyed many visits to various ATC units – eventually not just in Britain but throughout 

Europe too. Why did they ask me to judge the ‘Miss CAA’ competition at West Drayton in 

1976?  Actually a long story behind that – but clearly I had a feeling that my ATC roots were 

not being allowed to rot. 

 

After journalism a stint in systems design work with BAe changed into a teaching/research 

post at Cranfield (now University – then an Institute of Technology), and by the mid-80s I 

was tasked to look into ‘Air Traffic Management’ and was crystal-ball gazing with the 

scientific teams at Kingsway: time-bases: conflict-detection/resolution algorithms: electronic 

strips: and with the research scientists at Bedford and Malvern, and the sober ex-ATCOs we 

had to discuss matters with. The juxtaposing of science and safety were often being 

explored in ways that were difficult to fully articulate at the time, but which are a part and 

parcel of the modern business. I look back on it as significant to me because it was then 

that a systemic approach to safety – based on justifiable data - replaced what had been an 

intuitive and very practical approach to safety in practice up to that time. I think I was the 

only academic in Britain that felt it was necessary to introduce all aviation-related study 

groups to the fact that using the words height, altitude and flight level inappropriately was 

the easiest way to lose credibility in an ATC environment, and again it was the ‘remoteness’ 

of ATC from mainstream aviation studies that disappointed me.  

 

It seemed that I couldn’t escape the gravitational field of ATC, and I was snared totally in 

1991-92 to work for 9 months within the then Thomson CSF (now Thales)-led team that bid 

to fill NERC with 21st century workstations. I was appointed lead manager for man-machine 

interface (and we were beginning to say ‘human,’ not ‘man’ by then). It was a fantastic time 

to dovetail the technicalities of my research, and the realities of the operational requirement 

we faced, with the hardware that was being proposed. We even had a team of Artificial 

Intelligence gurus – all young French women with IT degrees and pukka at ‘Lisp’ 

programming. We could talk a concept through in the project office with NATS in the early 

afternoon, take a tea-break, and return to find the ‘ideas’ were implemented on-screen 30 

minutes later. However, we were effectively removed from the bid process, not surprisingly, 

as about two weeks before the submission date the US partner, Martin-Marietta, who had a 



25 per cent stake in the project refused to take part any further and withdrew their staff 

without any prior warning. The Anglo-Franco fury was pretty nasty to say the least. 

 

The NATS team we reported to – Dick Farrish and Fred Rupersberry  – liked a ‘curved’ 

workstation design I had proposed and I have to thank them for commending the design to 

the only rivals (as was IBM/Plessey, but morphed into Loral and other guises afterwards), so 

I will claim credit due for having designed the ‘bananas’ used at Swanwick. I wanted the two 

sector suits on each ‘island’ to have the two tactical controllers able to talk face-to-face, 

while the strategic controllers could converse directly and ‘behind’ the  tactical guys,  while 

the assistant controllers could do likewise “or even chuck sweets back and forth without 

infringing on the operational work,” a phrase I coined purely for presentation purposes, but 

that I realised afterwards was a legacy of my days immersed in PR speak and perfect to 

‘sell’ the aesthetic aspect more than the ergonomic sense within it. The roots of the design 

were definitely within experience at Hack Green and Lindholme JATCRUs. 

 

After that I was invited to be industrial/academic go-between on a pioneer ‘systems 

engineering’ course. It was often the case that academics and industry were looking for a 

good example of a multi-disciplinary application of technology. The kind of projects they 

need were those that has easy-to-visualise outcomes, but that demanded innovative 

approaches, and sights often fell upon ATC (or ATM by now). It was a halcyon time, and I 

lost count of how many projects we had aligned to ATC-related problem-solving. I remain 

passionate about adding ATC to ‘air transport’ syllabi (which fawn over ‘low-cost’ carrier 

economics), and when I published an academic swan song ‘The Air Transport System’ in 

2008 it was the fact that I devoted the content in equal proportions to aircraft: airlines: 

airports and airspace that I was warded off by the academic-led editorial board of one major 

publisher – but thankfully found a more enlightened independent publisher. Subsequent 

review was appreciative of that, but UK/European sales have been 1/10th of those in the 

USA, where the AIAA endorsed the book with their own imprint and it was sold out within 

six months. Whatever we might say about the yanks - they are ‘systems thinkers.’  

 

I have never been, nor wished to lay claim to being, a professional air trafficker, but I could 

not have been more trusted in my two years on the boards, and in the many times that I 

was able to visit West Drayton and the HQ offices subsequently. It is a profession that has 

set requirements that, as an engineer, I have relished the opportunity to study, and consider 

implementations. I do see the EASA/Eurocontrol dimension nowadays forcing upon us a 

radical shift deeper into technology-assisted ATC implementations (I could see that 30 years 

ago). I do not stand like a Luddite against it, but as FABs become almost sovereign-sized 

and even greater blocks, and data coordination becomes global (compared to sector-to-

sector in my day) I feel the human element of the ATC systems, in ’area’ control at least, is 

becoming increasingly dependent on automated support. Fine – so long as it is dependent 

on, and not replaced by, automated support. I feel strongly that if controllers and their 

decision-making performance are kept central in the scope of vision of all participants in the 

evolution of all future implementations, there is a good chance of future systems being as 

satisfying and acceptable to all users, as all of those which have preceded them.        

 


